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TIME COXSCIOUSNESS IN  HUSSERL AND HEIDEGGER1 

I-Iusserl's T~70rlesungcnzur Phunonze~~bogic  dcs inneren %eitbewztszfseins~ 
t,hough delivered in the years 1904 to 1910, were published as late as 
1928, whereas Heidegger's S e i n  zind Zeit3 appeared in 1927. True, essen- 
tial results of Husserl's lectures are to be found in his Ideen z u  ciner reinen 
PAdnon~enologie z ~ n d  p116inonzenologischen P h i l ~ s o p h i e , ~  which were pub- 
lished in 1913, i.e., previous t,o Heidegger's book; but here they are so 
compressed that their full significance can be hardly grasped ~vit,hout 
reference t.o Musserl's T'o~leslcizgen. Thus, as a result, perhaps no sufficient8 
attention is paid to the relation bet~veen Husserl's and Heidegger's concepts 
of time and time consci~usness.~ And yet', the fact that t.hose 1'orlc.sungen 
of Husserl's were edited by Ileidegger himself, indicates their importance 
for Heidegger clearly. One cf the assert.ions of this paper will be, indeed, 
that the roots of some of Heidegger's most in~pcrtant ideas can be found in 
them; nay, that they yield some of the fundaments, without ~vhich Hei- 
degger's philcsophy ~vould be highly speculatiye. The notion of-the 
n priori in Knnt,G Schelling's speculations on freedom,' the not.ion of sub- 
ject,ivity and the interpretation of time in Iiierkegaards are other important. 
historic elements, entering into Heidegger's philosophy, but this paper 
~vill confine itself to Husserl. 

'For his kind help in correcting the English of part of this paper I am indebted to 
Prof. ?;err1 W. Iilausncr, Grinnell College. Howcver, the respo~~sibility for the 
ultimate redaction rests everywhere on me alone. 

z(Jahrbuch jiir Philosophie und phtinon~enologi~clre 120rschung,IS, pp. 367-598). 
Subsequently quoted as 'I'orlesungen. On the unique role of this among other works 
of Husserl cf. L.  Landgrebe, "The World as a Phcnonlcnological Problem," Philos- 
ophy a i d  Pheiton~enological Research, I ,  p. 57. 

$Subsequently quoted as Sein. 
particularly in par. S1 f .  Subsequently quoted as Ideas. 

6.4lthough for example Fritz Heinemann, ,Vcue il'ege der Philosophie (Leipzig, 
1929), p. 38.5, n. 12 calls to  our attention that Heidegger's time analysis presupposes 
that of Husserl. 

6For this point of view cf. 31. Cerf, ''An Approach to Heidegger's Ontology," 
Philosophy and Phenomen.ologica1 Research, I (1040), pp. 182-19?, and T1'. H. 
Werkmeister, ".4n Introduction to Heideggcr's 'Esistenzialpliilosophy', Ibid., I1 
(19-11), pp. 82-51. In hl. Heidegger, Kanl qcnd das Problcn~ der Alctnphysik  (sub-
sequently quoted as Kant) cf. part.  par. 16. 

:Cf. M. neck, "Iiritik der Schellillg-Heidegger-JasperschenPhilosophie," Philos- 
oyhische Hefts, I\' (1935), pp. 97-164; E. Frank, Jourrral of Philosoplry. S S S \ ' I I l  
(1041),, pp. 678 f .  

jCf. my paper, "To\vurds the Vndcrstunding of Kierkegaard," The Journal of 
Religion, S X I I I  ( 1 9 4 3 ) , ' ~ ~ .  77-90; see also W .  Gent, Dic Ruziijt-Zeil-I'hilosophie des 
19. Jahrhuilderts (Bonn, 1930), pp. 357 f .  
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The method applied will be: to interpret Husserl by Heideggerg and 
Heitlegger by Hus~er l . '~  The result, thus, is likely to be " u n o r t h o d o ~ ~ ~  
bot,h fram Husserl's and I-Ieidegger's point of view. For, as is known, 
Husserl repudiated Heideggcr's philosophy as a new brand of psychologism, 
a transcendental one." But the hope is espressed that even n,here this 
paper will deviate frdm Husserl, or from Ileidegger, Cir from both, still the 
results nil1 1,e "orthodos" from the point of vie\\- uf the phenomena them- 
selves." 

One of the aims of Husserl's I'orlesunycn is t . ~analyze the structure 
of those acts of our consciousness, in and I,\- which sqmething is perceived 
as a temporal evcnt.13 Let us try to reproduce such an analysis of Hus- 

Let us assume that we hear a tone sounding, say the tone a. I hear 
that tone as an event in time,'j beginning, continuing, ending. But  t o  
begin, to continue, to encl, are ohject,ive qualities, attributed to the tone 

9It is mainly this by whicli my prcsentatior~ of Husscrl's views on time diffcrs fro111 
that of V. J .  McGill (Journal  o f P h i l o s o l ) h ! / S S Y I I .  1930. pp. 537-5-14) and 11.Farber 
(Ibidetrr.pp. 337-347> and in his l'he Fol~ t~dut io i l  id l ' h e ~ ~ o ~ ~ i o ~ o l o g y ,Cambridge, 1943). 
In the last named 1vo1.k Fsrber treats 170rlcsungcn on pp. 511-321. The presentation 
is excellent, some reservations only natural. For, of the three interpretations of 

the realistic, the idealistic*, and tlie methodological, Farber prefers 
the n~ethodological. (On these three interpretations sec T. Celms, Uer phdno-
?,renologische Idealis7nus Husscrls ,  Riga, 1928). But thc T'oilesungen obviously have 
a strong idealistic penchant; and, indeed, better than any other writing of Husserl's 
prove that pl;enon:e~~ology necesssrily leads to idealism. 

1OIn other words, against Carlos Astrada, Idealienco jcnottrenologicu y ~tlelajisicu 
cristencial (Ruenos .4ircs, 1936j9 I ,  indeed, interpret Heidegger's pllilosophy as a 
developn~el~tof t l ~ c  original plienonlenological system (p. 119). I t  is characteristic 
that -\strada never quotes Husserl's I'orlesungcn. I disngree a140 with F. Sluth, 
Ednrund Elttsse~~l und . lIarl i~l  EIcidegger i n  ihrer Phdt~o~~rcnolog ic  und It-cltanschauung 
(1931). ~110,  on p. 63. asserts that  Ilusserl's collcbcpts of retention and protention do 
lot occur i r ~  IIcidegger; this is true for the words o111y. not for the concepts them- 

selves. 
H E .  llusserl, "Sacli\vort zu nleinen Idecn zu eincr reinen l'hnnomenologie und 

I)hiinome~~ologischc~~I'liilosopl~ie" (Jahrbuch Ycir Philosophie ?old phdnomenologische 
Forschring, X I ,  pp. 549-XO), 1930, pp. 1 f f .  (549 ff .), 10 (558). 

1?111 the following quotat ions from IIusserl (T-orlesut~gen and Heideggcr ( S e i n )) 

t1.e first ~iumber intliratcs tho paragraph, the second, its section. 
'=It is true, while w c  pcrcei\.e something as a tcmporal eve:it througlr certain acts, 

t t~ese and all other acts (\vhether t h y  perceive temporal events or not), constitute 
the~iiselves as temporal acts. But t l ~ e  analysis of tllis temporal self-constitution 
nud all tlie problems co~iliccted wit11 i t  is beyond the scope of the present papcr. 
C'f. fiusaerl, Erjuhrung ~cnJ  Ivrlei1 (Prag, 1939), quoted subsequently as E r f a h r ~ i n g ,  
par. 42c and 64s. 

1~T'orlcsunycnpar. I ,  -1: par. 2, 2. C'f. also E1;irrhrurrg. p a r  S and 3 .  
fil'orlesunyen, pur. 9 ,  3. 



TIME CONSCIOUSSESS ?\SD I.1 EIDEGGERIS HI~SSEIII, 25 

itself. We, however, are interested in the structure of our perception 
of the tone as an  event in time. What kind of structure is it? 

Part of the tone is originally given in the modus of being present no\\', 
and this "being present now" is a particular modus of givenness.16 Rut 
in crder to perceive something as n temporal et'rni (nct merely as being 
in t$ime), it is insufficient to have it given in this modus alone. For, every 
sense perception gives its objects in the moclus but by 110 means 
i? every object given in the modus "no\v" given as a temporal event. If 
\re look around, we perceive different objects the original givenness of 
which contains that modus no^^," but T Y ~do not perceive them as temporal 
events. That, by which the perception of a non-event is disting~~islcd 
from the perception of an event, can, in the latter case, be described as 
a certain kind of retaining the original modus of givenness. Xamely, that 
part cf "the same" tone's which was originally given in the modus "I~OIV," 
is now g i ~ ~ e nin another modus of original givenness: in the modus of 
"Having been heard just no~r-," or just now having been given in the modus 
of lIThile anather part of "the same" tone is given in the modus 
"now," still another is given together with it in the nlodus "just having 
been heard." This act of retaining or retention is not an act of memory, 
i.e. not an act reproducing something. On the contrary, it is also a primary 
modus of original givennessQ20 For this kind of original girenness Hus- 
serl uses the term "retenti~n."~' Thus, if we reserve the term "impression" 
for perceptions in the modus of "nou-," we may say that an impressiotl 
of a temporal event must needs contain a retention. JITithout that rcten- 
tion no in~pression of a temporal event could be constituted. 

This fact, the necessity of retention, can be described by saying that 
whatever shall become an object of a perception of a temporal event is 

]6l'orl,esungen, par. 10; par. 11, 1. 
1iCf. Erjahrung, par. 38. Wily we 'nust perceive under the aspect of the present 

is a particular problem. 
ISThe reason for using "the same" in quotation marks is explained in note 28. 

The sameness, present in the act of retention, is present there only as an object of 
intention. 

'9170rles?~ngen,par. 8, 1; par. 9, I ;  par. 17; par. 39, 2. 
20T'orlesungsn, par. 12 (Consciousness of the pastness of the tone distinguished 

from the perceived tone-apperception as recollection) ;par. 14, 2; par. 16, 1 ;par. 17; 
par. 19; Beilage IX, 1. 

21Husser1, instead of retention, speaks often of "primary memory" (as dis in- 
guished from meylory proper-recollection). To prevent circumlocutions the use of 
the word "memory" for retention will be avoided in this paper. Cf. W. James, The 
Principles of Psyckology (Kew Tork, lSOO), I, p. 630: ". . . the reproduction of a n  
event, after it  has once completely dropped out of the rearward end of the spe- 
cious present, is an entirely different psychic fact from its direct perception in the 
specious present as a thing immediately past." Cf., ibid., pp. 646 f .  



necessarily characterized by the fact that i t  is bound to become an object 
of a corresponding retention. lJ7hateverI perceive as present moment of a 
temporal event, I perceive it as that which' will immediately become the 
object of a yetsention, while it is given as present.22 

To appreciat,e this analysis fully, we must. bear in our minds that we 
(lo not descril~e time or objects of perception. llThat we describe are the 
perceptions themselves and their necessary structure.23 Even God hinl- 
self:' if he should perceive. son~et~hing as a temporal event, could perceive 
it only in t,he modi of impression and ret,ention. The question, whether 
something that we perceive a.s temporal, is, perhaps, not temporal in 
itself, the quest,ion, furthermore, whether that which is perceived by me 
as one temporal event, consists, perhaps, of t4wo or more temporal events, 
these and kindred questions are in the present context, entirely i r r e l e ~ a n t . ~ ~  

Thus, part of "the same" t.one is given in an impression and another in 
n ret)ention. But, that is not. all. llThile another, a new part of "the same" 
t,one is given in the modus "now," t,hat part, of it which was originally given 
in a retention is st,ill retained-but in n retention of a retention. It is 
given or retained no longer in t,he modus "just having been perceived": 
it is given as "just having been given or ~etained as just having hef.11 11~1.-

ceived." And while t.his retention of a retent,ion takes place, that ~vhich 
was given in an impression while the object of the ret,ention of the retention 
n-as given in a retention, is now given in a retention itself. The in~pression 
of t,he third part of the tone is given t,ogether with the retention of the 
second, and the retention of t,he retention of the first, etc. 3loreover, t!le 
retention of the retention is intentionally related, not only to t'he object 
of the retained intent,ion as retained, but also to the object as having 1,een 
given in an original impression. Such is the constitut.ion of the comettail 
of retentions, belonging to every original impression.26 

Thus, the following is an essential quality of a retention: what,ever is 
given in a retention, i.e. given as part of a temporal event, will, as long as 
it is given at, all, be given as an object of a retention of a ret,ention. That 
it will be given in this way is co-constit,utive for its being given as present' 
now. 

Here again we have a la\\- that no God can change. Here again we do 
not assert anything about reality, neither of the objects of our perception 

22T~orlesungen,par. 11, 1; par. 31, 7;  Beilage I ,  2; Beilage 17111, 1-5. 

?8T70rlesungen, par. 16, 3; par. 31, 9. 

Wad as a limiting concept: Ideas, par. 79, 14. 

?6T'orles?~ngen,par. 1; par. 2; par. 22, 1. 

26.4 comparison of Husserl's concept of a comet tail \rit,h James' concept of a 

fringe offers itself. But James' fringe is constituted by the accidental occurrences 
of one's personal experience, is a fringe of contents, not a structural fringe; Husserl'e 
comet tail of ret,ent,ions is c,onstituted according to a priori laws. 



in themselves, nor even of our psychic reality; we describe the necessary 
structure of an act of consciousness, of any consciousness, in which a tem-
poral event ~vould be given. -4consciousness for which something like 
a temporal event exists, can perceive the event only in the way described 
above. 

\Ire see immediately that the same law according to which, wherever 
3 perception of a temporal event takes place, every impression becomes a 
retention, every retention a retention of a retention, holds true in infinitum. 
In other ~vords: the perception-every perception in which something is 
given as an event in time-implies a continuum of retentions. And, to 
perceive something as present, means to perceive i t  as the final phase of 
a chain of retentions. -4s long as no retention took place, there is no im- 
pression of a present.27 

We also see immediately that the continuum just mentioned, is not 
only a one-dimensional continuum, a line (impression, retention, retenticn 
of a retention, and so forth). I t  is rather a two-dimensional continuun~, 
a p!ane. Samely, n-hile one part of the tone is given in an impression 
-a retention, a retention of a retention . . . another, the so-called pre\ ions 
part of the tone, is given in a retention-a retention of a retention-a 
retention of retention of a retention. I t  is the co-presence of all those 
originally giving acts that constitutes the perception of an event in time. 
Thus, an original impression and a retention may relate themselves to 
"the same" part of "the same" tone-constituting, thus, one dimension 
of the continuum of retentions. Or else, an impression and a retention 
may relate themselves to different parts cf "the same" tone, constituting 
thus, the second dimension of the continuum. 

The identity, indicated by the espression "the same," means, of course, 
not an objective identity, but only an intended identity, or identity as 
the correlate of an identity intention.28 

But so far we have described only one of the factors constituting the 
perception of a temporal event-and by perception of a temporal event 
we always mean the perception of something as a temporal event. There 
is, however, still another essential factor involved. 

To become aware of that other factor let us assume that we have for- 
gotten our perception of the tone a,  and now are trying to recollect it. 

2iCf. notes 29 and 52. 
2 8 T h ~ s ,original impression and retention relate themselves to  "the same" part 

of ' i the same" tone, thus forming one dimension of the continuum. Or else, an 
impression and retention relate themselves to different parts of "the same" tone 
constituting, thus, the second dimension of the continuum. But that  sameness is, 
of course, only the correlate of a n  intention, not an objective sameness. Cf. f .  e.  
1-orlesungen, par. 30; par. 31, 3; par. 39, 2; par. 41, 2; James, Princ ip les ,  vol. I, pp. 
459 f .  



28 ~ I I L O S O P H Y  AXD PHEXOMEXOLOGICALRESEARCH 

Let us try t'o recollect our whole perception, from the beginning of the 
tgne' to  its end. 

If we do so, we discover soon, that this recollectim can never be a 
likral reproduction of the original perception. Sot because of any weak- 
ness of our memoratire power, but according to a genuine a priori law. 
Samely, when I\-e reproduce the impression of a certain part of the tjone in 
our memory, this reproduced impression will be tinged by the memory of 
what follo~ved, when we heard that part of the tone originally; nay, it \\.ill 
be tinged even by the memory of what happened from the moment of the 
impression, now recollected, until to the moment of the recollection, now 
attempted.*$ When I hear something, I still do not know, what I am going 
to hear next; but just this "not knowing" cannot be reproduced literally, 
when I try to remember what I heard. And because this "not knowing" 
was, of course, not a pure negativum, but qualified my impression in a par- 
ticular way, my impossibility of reproducing this "not kno~i-ing" alters 
the original impre~sion.~" 

Be it emphasized: this is not a lack of perfection of our memory. On 
the contrary, it constitut.es one of the es..;ential momeilts of memcry. 
Could I really reproduce an original impression without the alteration, 
indicated above, I ~vould have not a recollection, but simply another im- 
pression-a duplicate, of which I \vould not knon- that it was a duplicate. 

To avoid any misunderstandings it must be stressed also that it does 
not matter, of course, whether my original impression which is now remem- 
bered, was actually followed by anything. S a y ,  it is even quite irrelevant, 
\I-hether my memory is correct. If I remember something, correctly or 
falsely, if I remember something which I, in fact, have never experienced 
a t  all, still that which makes the act of recollection an act of recollection 
(and not, e.g., an act of impression) is this: that compared with the original 
impression or with what T imagine my original impression \\-as, the recol- 

~9TTorlesun,gen, Cf. G. H. Mead, The Philosophy of the Present (Chicago,par. %,2.  
1932), p. 30 f. :  "The novelty of every future demands a novel past." Mead's book 
contains many observations pertinent to  the topic of this paper; e.g., the assertion 
that no percept,ion of an eternal present is possible (p. I), or that  the present is 
history and prophecy (p. 23). Particularly interesting is his observation that in  the 
very act of perceiving something as present, we obey the tendency to maintain our- 
selves, do so by adjust,ing ourselves with regard to the past, and display a selective 
sensitivity towards the fut,ure (p. 24).  The concept of maintenance, if i t  only could 
be purified from its biological connotations, were a good parallel to Heidegger's 
concept of. care (or concern). As to the relation of pragmatism ant1 esistential 
philosophy-which relation would become obvious, if only, I repeat, pragmat,ism 
could be freed from its biological bias andDarwinian heritage-see I<. Jaspers, Die 
geistige Si tuat ion der Zcit (1931), part 5, section 2 (p. 146). 

aoT'o~lesungen,par. 14; par. 23; Reilage 111, 5. 



lection has changed the original act of impression in the manner indicated 
above. 

To see all this clearly, let us discuss the last part of the tone a-just 
before the tone suddenly broke off 

M7hen I heard that last part of the tone originally, I did not espect it 
to break off in the nest moment (such be, a t  least, the assumption). This 
"not having expected" is not only a negativum; it is a positive character 
of the original act of healing. I did not expect that it n-ill break off, 
means that I did espect it to continue-at least I expected it in a very 
vague manner. The esistence of this expectation is revealed when lve 
consider that we \\'ere certainly not surprised, \\-hen that tone continued. 

But whea 1remember that last part of the tone, I know already that i t  
will break off in the next moment. Thus, my espectation of not breaking 
ofT, ~ h f c hwas present in my original act of hearing, h&s changed when I 
ternember the original act, into an espectation of breaking off. 

I t  may be that, in fact, the tone did not break off, when I heard it first, 
so that my recollection is wrong. Still, it is i recollection only, according 
Ito Its immafient meaning it reproduces the original impression with a 
change; if the recollection implicitly maintains that it knows nolv b?tter, 
khan the original impression could possibly have known. An impression 
i s  hnocent, so to speak; and it is only by the loss of this innocence that a 
recollection is a recollection. The restoration of that innocence \\-auld by 
no means make a perfect recollection; on the contrary, it would exclude a 
recollection altogether. 

But by changing the character of the original impression, memory re- 
veals, a t  the same time, the esistence of a particular moment in the original 
impression: that espectation which can never be reproduced in a recollec- 
tion." 

I t  is this nlonlent of expectation ~vliich we hare now to 
\lThenI hear a certain part of a tone, I laon-, in a way, what will f0llonr.3~ 

Either the tone n-ill become stronger, or weaker, or it will remain un-
changed. Either the pitch will change, or remain the same. In a way, 
I know all those possibilities, and just my knowledge that any of them may' 
become actuality, characterizes my expectation-an espectation, belonging 
to the very essence of the impression of a present event. That espectation, 

' 
31The following is, perhaps, a consequence rather than a reproduction of IIusserl's 


ideas. Very often, t o  the analysis of time consciousness I apply the results of Hus-

serl's analysis of perception in general, particularly the concepts of pregivemess, 

world, and horizon, as used in Erfahrung. Tl~us ,  the subsequent quotations from 

Erfahrung point only a t  certain analogies. 


W f .  Erjafahrung,par. 21a, 2. 
331'orlesungen,par. 25. 
Wf. Erfuhrltng, pw.  8, 6 1 1 .  Hustierl speaks of t.hc known unknown. 



obviously, has a certain range and vagueness.a6 I t  is just this range and 
vagueness which i t  is impossible to reproduce in an act of recollection; 
could it be done, I mould have not a recollecticn, but rather a second 
original act of hearing. In my memory or as a recollection the reproduc- 
tion can take place only by changing the original expectaticn: instead of 
a vague expectation I have a determined expectation, the determination 
depending on which of the several possibilities originally espected \\-as 
(or is fancied to have been) eventually actualized, when I heard the tone 
originally. And the change in the expectation means at  the same time a 
change of the original impression, now reproduced in or as a recollection. 

This analysis of an act of recollection reveals, thus, the element of 
expectation, present in every act in which something is perceived as being 
a temporal event. 

Seemingly, this expectation constitutes a link by which each part of 
the tone is chained to the part yet to be perceived. The meaning of this 
will be discussed instantly; but it is of tremendous importance to see that, 
a t  the same time, the element of expectation is a moment, by ~vhich each 
part of the perceived tone is linked alsc with the previous part. Samcly, 
each subsequent part i s  a fulfillment of the expectation-"is" meaning 
of course, only that it presents ikelf as being a fulfillment. In this sensc 
of the word we may say that eveiy perception of a temporal event neces- 
sarily contains an expectation and i s  

Once more: this holds true even for God. If God conceives something 
as a temporal event he can do it only, especting caguely its continuation. 
To deny it, ~vould mean the denial of God's ability to remember. And 
if God conceives something as a temporal event, he can do so only by facing 
his present perception as a fulfillment of a previous e~pectation.~' 

JITe are using the word "expectation." But what is meant is obviously 
not the usual, conscious, explicit expectation-still less an expectat.ion 
presenting us a thing in advance. It is an implicit and vague espectation. 
The term coined for i t  by Husserl is pr0tention.8~ Thus, retention, prc- 
tention, and fulfillment are likewise essential in the structure of acts in 
and by which something is perceived as a temporal event. 

asCf. Erfahrung, par. 21c (open possibility). 
~6Trorles~ngen,par. 12, 3; par. 13, 1;  par. 24. 
SrPerhaps this is a contribution to the time honored problem of the contingency 

of future events. Cf. Aristotle, De inlerpr., 9. I t  is possible, of course, that God 
does not perceive events as  temporal, that  He, therefore, does neither remember nor 
espect anything. 

SsVorlesungen, par. 14, 1; par. 16, 1 ,4 ;  par. 24; par. 38, 1 (here the tern1 "not yet'' 
is used); par. 40, 2; par. 43, 6-7; par. 44, 1; Bcilage 111.4, 7 (here the term "facing 
and advancing" is used), 8; Beilage VI, 16; Beilage IX,  1. I must admit. Ilowever, 
that  the role assigned to thc protentinl element is nlore important in this paper than 
i t  seenls to  he in Husserl. 



But the assertion that every perception is a fulfillment of a previous 
expectation still needs some explanation. 

May we say that every protention finds its fulfillment? May we say 
that every perception is a fulfillment cf a previous prctention? Does 
it not happen very often that a perception, far from being a fulfillment 
of the previous protention, is obviously a disappointment? Let us take 
our tone a again. If, for esample, after havhg sounded for a while with 
equal strength it suddenly begins changing its strength quite irregularly- 
are n-e not constantly "disappointed," "surprised"? Or, if the pitch 
changes quite irregularly and inharmoniously, can me still spcak of ful- 
f i l l~nent?~~ 

It is all-important to see t,hat what we term disappointment in all such 
cases is always a partial f~l f i l lment ;~~ that a temporal event can be per- 
ceived only in virtue of the impossibility of a total disappointment. Every 
temporal event has, to use Husserl's characteristic term, its peculiar 
horizon;41 and it is always within this horizon that a disappointment takes 
place; and just because it is always within this horizon, it is, in a way, 
always a fulfillment. R e  could express this by saying that we have to 
distinguish betx-een a basic or formal fulfillment, which takes place always, 
and a grounded fulfillment and disappointment-namely a particular, 
concrete, "contentual" fulfillment, based on the ground delivered by the 
foimal fulfillment; both the grounded fulfillment and the grounded dis- 
appointment being possible only \vithii or in virtue of that basic ful- 
fillment. He who perceives a temporal event, expects, within the horizon 
proper to this particular event, anything; thus, whatever happens, is a 
fulfillment of that expectation." If i t  were otherwise, we could not have a 
perception of one temporal event.43 

39This question is discussed i n  Vorlesungen, par. 41, 3. Here, it is true, Husserl 
seems to answer our question in the negative. However, the next section (par. 41,4) 
proves that we are entirely justified to say that  any discontinuity is a kind of con- 
tinuity. I n  par. 24 Husserl says explicitly that  protentions "allow" the p~ssibi l i ty  
of otherness or nothingness. 

40Cf. Erjahrung, par. 5 ,  1;  par. 8, 10 (unacquaintedness is always a modus of 
acquaintedness); par. 21a, 1; Logische Untersuchungen, 11,2, par. 11. 

"Cf. H. Kuhn, "The Phenomenological Concept of Horizon" in  Philosophical 
Essays i n  Memoru o j  E. Husserl (Cambridge, 1944), pp. 106-123, part. pp. 113 f ;  and 
A .  Schuetz, "William James' Concept of the Stream of Thought Phenon~enologically 
Interpreted," Philosophy and Phenonlenological Research, I (1941), pp. 442-452. 
Also in Heidegger the concept of horizon is all important; cf. Kant, par. 25. The 
Brentano quotation in James' Principles of Psychology, I, 240 is, as  observed by 
Schuetz, particularly interesting from the historical point of view. 

421'orlesungen, Beilage 111, 5-6 (What is predetermined is just this: something 
n ill happen.) 

'%f. Heidegger, Sein, par. 88,5; par. 69,9. 



Let us then, repeat. Every perception of a temporal event is an  im- 
pression, a retention, a ~ r o t e n t i o n ; ~ ~  and a fulfillment a t  the same time. 
Being a protention, i t  is and must be linked to the perception to come; 
being a fulfillment i t  is linked with the past perception. 

Ho~sever, it seems that this description does not hold true for the whcle 
temporal event. Obviously t ~ o  points of any event are not covered by this 
description: its beginning, and its end. When I begin hearing the tone 
a,  I do not necessarily espect it;  and if the tone breaks off unexpectedly, 
the silence following i t  is no fulfillment of a previous e x p e c t a t i ~ n . ~ ~  

If the above assertion were true, i t  ivould be tantamount to saying that 
the different temporal events which we perceive, are perceived as belonging 
to different temporal orders. May be that this sometimes actually hap- 
pens. May be, that  different temporal orders really exist. But this is 
beside the point in the present context. \That matters is that we perceive 
different temporal events as belonging t,o the same tempcral order or, as 
taking place within one and the same time. But whenever such a percep- 
tion takes place neither the beginning nor the end of a temporal event can, 
as far as its temporality is concerned, raise any particular claims, distin- 
guishing them from other parts of the same event. 

This can be stated by saying that the horizon belonging to every percep- 
tion is infinite. 

Let us explain this. 
If I hear the tone a, the narrowest horizon may be the one within which 

every a will be a fulfillment, every ncn-a s partial disappointment- 
namely a disappointment because of its being a non-a, a fulfillment because 
of its being another lone. Hearing the tone a,  I expected either a to con- 
tinue, or another tone to replace it.46 

But a is not only a tone, it is also a sound. That ~vould be another, 
and a wider horizon. Every sound follo~ving a ~vould be a fulfillment. 

But a is not only a tone, and, therefore, a sound. I t  is, straightforwardly, 
also an object of perception; thus every perception will be a fulfillment. 

But the horizon of a perception if obviously infinite. Whatever I 
perceive, i t  is perceived within the horizon of a perception, and is, there- 
fore, a fulfillment. TTThateverI perceive, it nlakes me espect, it anticipates 
another perception and that I shall have another perception co-constitutes 

44Cf. Kanl, par. 32. 
'6This, indeed, seems t o  Le Husserl's opinion. Cf. the words "except the initial 

phase" in Vorlesungen, par. 8, 1. On the other hand, the words "a new interval of 
time which no longer is the interval of the tone" indicate that  Husserl assumed no 
radical difference between the perception of one, and that of two subsequent temporal 
events. Cf. the second diagram in Irotlesungen,par. 10. 

'SWhen a lasts too long, the expectation may be that of a change rather than of 
continuation. In such a case, the continu~tioxl xilay be a disappointment, 



my present perception, just as, in turn, every perception of something as 
present is co-constituted by the fact that i t  has been promised just no\lT. 

In other words, the concept of fulfillment contains a formal component, 
b e c a u =  also the protention contains it,47 and the way in which the proten- 
tion contains it, is characterized by a word denoting the assurance of a 
plus ~ l l r a ~ ~  as belonging essentially to every perception of a present event; 
an assurance making of both, unexpectedness and igncrance, merely rela- 
tive terms-because this unexpectedness and this ignorance are grcunded 
upon basic expectedness and acquaintance-or, to find a common term, 
on pregivenne~s.~~ 

Thus, every event perceived as a temporal event has its "before" and 
its "afterwards." This is not so because time is infinite; as long as we are 
phenomenologist,^ Ive know nothing about what time is; but because it 
can be perceived as a temporal event only as being a fulfillment and con- 
taining a protention. Every recollection can prove this. Every recol- 
lection reveals a concrete fulfillment and by this reveals also the relation 
of that concrete fulfillment to the formal fulfillment, and, at the same time, 
the relation between the formal protention and the concrete protention. 
I t  reveals, therefore, the formal nature of the protention as being vague 
and empty, revealing, thus, that anything perceived as temporal fulfills, 
according to its own immanent sense, a pre\-ious, formal protention. 

But if every perception perceiving something as a temporal event gives 
itself as a fulfillment, and as containing a protention, then tllere can  be no 
such thing a s  a perception of a j r s t  tcmpwal  event, and no slich tiling a s  a 
perception of a last temporal event. 

Literally, no such formula can be found in Husserl, it is true. I t  is, 
therefore, all the more important to discuss it and to show its objective 
correctness. 
-1.The meaning of the clause "perception of a first (last) temporal 

event" is, of course, completely different from the meaning of the clause 
"first perception cf a temporal e\-ent.Y50 

R. Our formula corresponds to Husserl's assertion to the effect that it 
belongs necessarily to the essence of every retention to contain a reference 

"Cf. Vorlesungen, par. 24. 
'games, Principles, I1256. 
'True,  Husserl seems to maintain that  idlere the espectation is so vague that  we 

simply wait for any kind of things, neit.her a ''proper" fulfillment nor a "proper" 
disappointment takes place; see f.e. Brjahrc~itg, par. 27, 3. But even the improper 
fulfillnlent is oln~iously a fulfillment of a certain type. Cf. Landgreebe, op. cit., 
pp. 56 f f .  who maintains that the full implications of the concept of pregivenness have 
been elaborated by Husserl only in relation to  the temporal horizon. 

601'orlesztngen, par. 3, 3-5 (doctrines of Brentano); par. 32. 



to a previous impres s i~n ;~~  to the effect, furthermore, that the original im-
pression is but the endpoint of a series of retention^;^ that  a Now, not pre- 
ceded by something else is an impossibility;" to the effect, finally, that to 
ths retentional continuum corresponds a protentional continuum. 

C. The way, in which Husserl himself expressed the facts underlying our 
formula was even slightly misleading. He says: ". . . the stream of es-
perience can net begin and endlVs4 and, in some connection with this, he 
speaks somewhat later of "vast metaphysical consequences" of these in- 
s i g h t ~ . ~ ~  

This sounds, as if a certain confusion between the conceptions "first 
(last) perception of a temporal event" and "perception of a first (last) 
temporal event" had taken place; that the endless stream of experience is 
an existing thing; nay, that something like a proof of the immortality of 
the soul bas been fcund. 

-111 this is impossible. Phenomenology, both as a method and a system 
of transcendental idealism, speaks of acts and their infenfionalcorrelates. 
The e:ldlessness of the stream of esperience cannot be an objective endless- 
ness, because it precedes both objectiveness and subjectiveness. The 
phenomenologist can neither pro17e nor disprove objective enclle: +snesb; 
11e e\.en never become* atyare of it. He has to do lvith acts and their objects 
as intended; and he can discover the necessary structure of acts as a con- 
dition of their intentionality. Therefore the foilnula "There can be no 
esperience of a first (last) temporal event" expresses Husserl's ideas much 
better than his 015-n words that the stream of experience cannot begin and 
end. These words make the stream of experience into a thing-whilst it 
is the condition of thing perception. The true meaning of IIusserl's words 
is that every esperience of a temporal event gives itself as demanding an  
endless progress and regress, and is, what it is, because of this demand.56 
Should the real order of things be such, as to refuse this demand, it still 
would not change the structure of our experience. 

Severtheless, the implications of this phenomenological analysis are 
\-ast, indeed. Yet it is only in Heidegger that we can find them. 

There can be no such thing as the perception of a first, no such thing as 
the perception of a last temporal event-this was one of the results of 

61T7orlesungeu,par. 13. 

6Zl'orlesungen, par. 11, 2. 

'3l'orlesungen, par. 32; Idpen, par. 81, last section; par. 82, 1.  

S'Ideen, par. 81, 8. 

SSIdeen, par. 82, jl. 

SCThis refutes, I hope, the iriterpretation of the point in question presented by 


Y. J .  hlcGill, "A Materialistic: Approach to Husserl" in: Philosophical Essays in 
Memory of Edmund Husserl, p. 242. 



Husserl's analysis of time consciousness.6' Two comme~ts  upon that 
result offer themselves almost as an immediate reaction.68 

Was I not born? And shall I not die? Is not this short reflection 
sufficient to prove that there must have been in our lives a perception of 
a first temporal event--even if I cannot remember it-and that there will 
be a perception of a last temporal event--even if I shall never report on 
it? That,, therefore, there must be something wrong with Husserl's 
analysis? Is not,, in other words, our finiteness59 the best argument against 
Husserl? Thus one comment. 

On the other hand: is Husserl's result represented a b o ~ e  not simply 
identical with the contention that time is infinite? Not simply a disguised 
repetition of that well known and generally accepted truism? 

Let us discuss those two comments one after the other.60 
To be sure, we know that we were born; to be sure, we know that we shall 

die; to be sure, we know that we are finite. But in what way do we know 
all this? S o t  in the nay  of our personal experience; on the contrary, 
my birth is something that I have forgotten already; my death something 
still impending, still espected. But obviously what is al\vays already for- 
gotten, ant1 \\.hat is al~vays still espected can ner'er become an  object of 
my personal experience. Birth and death a= events perceived as events by 
which the life of others is limited, and only in so far as I identify myself 
with others, do I know that I must have been born and shall certainly die.61 
In other words, I experience my finiteness as the finiteness of others, not 
as my own finiteness. I t  is not I who was born and shall die, it is every- 
man? and I am concerned with death and birth only in so far as 1myself am 
just a particular instance of what everyman is. S o  doubt whatever that 
I am finite; nobody would deny i t  explicitly; but the attitude in which this 
finiteness is acknowledged is such, as to make my finiteness the concern 
c,f others.63 In other words, the attitude in which I know of my finiteness 

5;Cf. .\I. Farber, "A Presuppositionless Pllilosophy" in: Philosophical Essays in  
. l Ic~t .oryoj Edmund Husserl, pp. 44-64, part. 59 f .  

'&For the following cf. e.g., Johannes Pfeiffer, Exislenzphilosophie (Leipzig, 1933), 
pp. 32-37 (one of the best short introductions to Heidegger). 

b9For the concept of finiteness in Heidegger cf. Werkmeister, o p .  c i l . ,  pp. 6-1-87. 
"JBe i t  stressed: the subsequent discussion of time and temporality is a very 

oiiesided presentation of IIeideggerJs thoughts. Time and temporality, anxiety, 
care, etc. : all these notions cnn be understood fully only in connection with Heideg- 
ger's concept of ontology. But the discussion of that concept is beyond the scope 
of the present paper. Cf. Kaitt, par. 44. 

61Sein,par. 47; par. 51. 
6zBy "everyman" I try to render Heidegger's "n~an." 

par. 52. 



is not in itself the attitude of being f i ~ i t e . ~ ~  I may know and say that I 
am unto an end, but  this knonlledge implies by no means that I live up 
(exist) to my end. I n  my own immediate experience birth is something 
which has been, but is not any longer; death something which will be, but 
is not yet. 

Let us try to illustrate this thought by an example.65 
Let us assume a line segment 1vit.h its two ends a and b. Let us assume 

a point c, situated somewhere between a and b. If we take our stand out- 
side the segment, ~ v e  see certainly a t  once, that the segment is finite; we 
have an immediate experience of the points a and b. But  now let us iden- 
tify ourselves with the point c within the line. In order to experience u cr 
b, I must get over the distance c-a or c-b. But if my step& toward a or b 
are in the ratio of, say, 1,x,z,s,and so on, in other words, if I act actually 
like Zeno's Achilles-perhaps by no means interested to overtake the tor- 
toise-then I shall cert,ainly never arrive a t  a or b. In  other words, I shall 
never esperience a or b themselves; I shall always be approaching them. 
True, in order to see the finiteness, it is necessary and sufficient to leave the 
segment and take one's stand from ~vithout it. Only, by leaving it, I \volil(l 
cease being finite myself. 

Let us apply that example' t,o our experience cf birth and death. It  
~vould mean that I never experience my birth and death, although I say 
that I am finite. If and when I experience life as finite, it is net my life 
the finiteness of which is experienced, i t  is the life of everyman. If and 
when I try to experience death and birth in my life, i t  seems that I can never 
experience them; I esperience them, a t  best, in the modus of having al- 
ready fcrgotten birth and still expecting death. When birth was, 1 was 
not; when death will be, I shall not be.66 Always I have already had time, 
and al~vays shall I still have time. I can say that I am finite; but this does 
not mean that this saying is the adequate and proper modus cf kno~ving 
that I am finite, and certainly not the proper modus of being finite. Birth 
and death are for me events in time, and as they n-ould be the first and the 

6 C f .  part. S. Iiierkegaard, Concluding Unscientific Postscript, Hook 11, part 2. 
cf. 1 (On What It Means t o  Die). 

66The example is mine. 
66On purpose I express myself so as to  conjure the well known doctrine of Epicurus 

(Ad Men., 124 f.): When I am, death is not, when death is, I am not; therefore, we can 
never have to do anything with death. The question of death is of first rate impor- 
tance in Epicurus (particularly poignant is his formula: We all are poisoned by the 
mortiferous filter of our birth; Gnom. Ep., 30); from Heidegger's point of view Epi- 
rurus' doctrine could be described as an attempt to  prove that ,  because death always 
comes ajter we had lived, life in itself is, after all, infinite. Cf. my paper "Zwei 
Fragen der E~ikureischen Theologie," Hermes, LXVIII (1933), 213-217, where 1 
tried to  interpret ''mortality" and iiimmortality" in Epicurus in terms of quality 
rather than quantity. 



last event in time, they can never become objects of my experience. Our 
knowledge of our finiteness is, essentially, a way of preventing that knowl- 
edge.67 

Thus, the comment on Husserl, from which we started, is far from being 
an objection against his results. The finiteness, of which we speak when 
\ve say that we are finite, is never t,hc finiteness of ourselves; it is the 
finiteness of others. I t  is never I who was born, and never I who shall die; 
it is always the ~ t , h e r . ~ ~  As far as my life is concerned, my experience has 
never begun and will never end. As long as birth and death are for me 
events in time, they can never be experienced by me. Even if we pretend 
to know our finiteness, that knowledge is inadequate and improper. And 
this not because of our ill will, because of our unwillingness to face our 
finiteness-if unwillingness means an overtly voluntary action ;i t  is because 
cf t.he very essence of our acts, in which something can be given as an event 
in h e .  The kind of our temporal perceptions c~nt~radicts our knowledge 
ef being finit,e. -4lthough knowing, in a way, that \ye are finit,e, we exist, 
in a way, as if we were infinite. And we do so, not in and by acts of re- 
flection concerning our nat,ure, or in the mood cf lightheartedness, in which 
\ve forget our cleath; we exist. as such in every simple act of perceiving a 
temporal event. 

But is it t,rue that we know of our finiteness only in that indirect way, 
only through a kind of inference, in which I confound myself with every- 
man? Let us consider the way in which we gain knon-ledge of our finiteness 
-first, of it from after.69 In what way am I aware of my impending death 
-aware in the proper sense of the word-t.aking into account t,hat death, 
far from being a temporal event, is rather the end of time for me?70 Is 
theremanythingbearing witness of my finiteness, of my finiteness, not of that 
of others? Or is my knowledge that I am mortal actually only the con- 
clusion of a syllogism, thc premises of which are: All men are mortal-1 
am a man?70" 

6iSein, par. 81, 9. 
68"All men think all men mortals but themselves" (Young, Aright Yhouglrts) I ,  

Cf. P. Schilder, Goals and Desires of Man, (Sew York, 1912): Psychologically, we 
never die. Schilder's polemic against Heidegger (pp. 92 f.), however, is based on a 
misunderstanding. 

69Sein, par. 52; par. 53, 13. 
'O.-ind thus, perhaps, of time altogether. That time "is" infinite, is, according 

to Heideggr, an unproved assumption. 
'OnThe syllogisni would be misleading, a t  that.  Recently Schiller relnil~ded us 

that the major is, after all, only a result of induction, therefore, not universally 
true. Therefore, Sclliller correctly states, it is by no means sure that I am nlortal. 
Certainly my own death is needed to remove some doubt as to the validity of the 
major. Cf. F.C.S. Schiller, "Are All Men hiortal?" Mind, XLIT' (1935), pp. 2M-
210. 



The something bearing witness is what the Germans term Angst,'' 
which will be translated by anxiety in this paper. The German term Angst, 
introduced into philosophic terminclogy probably by Boehme, meeting us 
in Baader and S ~ h e l l i n g , ~ ~  plays a great role in the psychoanalytic literature, 
and there, it is generally translated by anxiety ;"a thus, i t  is certainly jus- 
tified to translate Heidegger's term in this way. On t,he other hand, the 
same term plays an all-irnport.ant role in the philosophy of Kierkegaard, 
and Lowrie, after having gi\-en n:uch thought to this problem of translat.io11 
says Dread, And still a third term offers itself, the t'elm "fear," used by 
\Jrerkrneister in his paper quoted above. Perhaps it pays to spend a short, 
reflection on the causes t,hat seem to  favor anxiety as the most adequate 
t,ranslation. 

The question is not- one of literary taste merely. ,Ictually, explaining 
the reasons for our choice we shall be explaining t.he phenomenon in ques- 
tion. 

Dread and fear have this in common that their object is determinate. 
Eut  the mood bearing witness of our finiteness is characterized just by by 
the absence of any determinate object. The object of anxiety is nothing- 
not death itself as an impending e~ent-it. is rather the pure opposite of 
any significance altogether, the impending possibility of the end of sig- 
nificance altogether.I3 .And so it is perhaps significant in itself, that the 
English language alnlost refuses to give adequate expression to that dismal 
n~ood, suppressing or altering the full and perhaps original meaning cf the 
term anxiety, although, etymologically, t.he term is obviously identical with 
the German or Danish Angst. I t  is even probable t'hat under the triple 
impact of psychoanalysis, Kierkegaard, and Heidegger, the full meaning 
of the ~vord anxiety will be vindicated soon also in English. . 

Thus, let it be repeated, it is anxiety bearing witness of the possibility 
of nothingness, and by t,his, of our death and finitene~s.7~ 

But even if we admit that anxiety is a peculiar way of not,ifying us of 
our finiteness, even if n-e n'dmit that it is a kind of notification preventing 
me from confounding myself with anot'her person, preventing me from being 
what everyman i~,7~-still \i-c have t,o explain: How does the content cf 
this kind of notification differ from the content of our ordinary knowledge 
which tells us that we shall have .to die? 

%"in, par. 40; par. ES, 16-20. ( ' f .  Ileidcgger, H'us is1 dlelaphysik (Bonn, 1929). 
pp. 16 f ;  Kierkegaard, l 'he Cancepl oJ Dread, cli.  I ,  ~ c c t i o ~ l  \'. 

72Cf.my paper, "To\rards the Undcrata~iding of Iiierkcgaard." The Journal o j  

Religion, XXIII  (1913), pp. 77-90. 
728See, e.g. ,  I i .  Goldstei~i, The Oryunist~~(Sew Tork, 1939), pp. '231-307. 
?=Sein,par. 68, 15. 
14Sein,par. 53, 15; par. 62,9.  
15Sein,par. 10. 15. . 



The answer is that in anxiety death is presented to  us in its full inde- 
terminateness as to its when together with the full certainty as  to its 
or, from another point of view, not as an event in time, ending the extension 
cf our life, but as a quality inherent in l i e  itself. Anxiety reveals that 
mortal life does not mean a life succeeded by death, but a life with which,death 
i s  co-existent. Anxiety expresses t'he mood underlying a well known medi- 
eval poem quoted by Heidegger and reading: -4s soon as man was born he 
is a1rea.d~ old enough to die.'? And perhaps even more impressively is 
the same mood exyressed in the medieval "Right in l i e  in death we are"-if 
we only take the 11-ords quite literally. Anxiety is the mood in which I 
properly understand myself as being finite; the mood in which I not only 
am finite but exist as such, live up to my f in i t enes~ .~~  I do this, bringing 
home, as i t  were, death into my lifelTg thus, facing life's and my own 
finitenes~.~O 

In  other words, in anxiety my finiteness. is esperienced and known by 
me not as a quantitative determination. l f y  esistence is no longer some- 
t,hing included b.tn~een t , ~ o  points, something extending between t . ~ - o  
so thing^.^^ In anxiety my finiteness is experienced by me as a qualitative 
~letermination.~~The Xot,hingness was not, before I was, and will not be, 
after I sha,ll cease being; i t  is present while I am, is the very essence of my 
being. 

But if in anxiety death is no longer an event in time,s3 can we still say 
t,hat death is an impending event? Must not, what is impending, belong 
to the future, and thus, be an event in time?84 

The answer is that the kind of impendence cf death revealed in anxiety, 
reveals a t  the same t,ime the true and original meaning of the future. 
Future is not a part, a dimension of time, not something existing. Real 
future is just: 60 endure oneself in one's finiteness.85 

But instead of speaking of one's finiteness-whicil word may have cert,ain 
premature t8heological or moral ~onno ta t~ ions ,~~  it. would be even better to 

Wein, par. 52, 11, 15. 
"Sein, par. 48, 16. (Cf. Epicurus, Gnotn. Ep., 63- j r .  495 Us.: Everybsdy leaves 

life as if having been born just that moment.) 
'SSein, par. 65, 20. 
'gSein,'par. 62, 2. 
%OSein,par. 74, 2; I~utcf. Kant, par. 43. 
Wein, par. 72, 3. 
StThe use of the terms "qualit~ative" andttquantitative" finiteness and infiniteness 

ie mine. 
B3And, thus, no fact at all. Cf.0.Becker,"Zur Logik der Modalittiten" (Jahrbuch 

jar Philosophic und phdno~nenolo~ischeForschung, XI, pp. 497-548), 1930, p. 545. 
Wein, par. 50, 3-6. 
86Sein,par. 65, 7. . 
B'Kant, par. 39. 



speak of one's beiig a whole.87 Am I a whole? And when am I a whole? 
Only after my death? Impossible. I cannot be a ivhole after my death, 
because after my death I am not a t  all. And in ~vha t  way am I a whole, 
if, as i t  seems, my past is not any more? Holy can I be a whole, if, as i t  
seems, my past is not any more? How can I be a whole, if a certain KO 
more, and a certain Kot yet seem to belong to my very essence, preventing 
me, thus, from becoming a ~ \ l h o l e ? ~ ~  

No more and Not yet: the true meaning of those expressions reveals 
itself when we consider being-unto-death in anxiety. In my proper being 
unto my end I always am already my Not yet, and I always am already my 
S o  more.89 I am both, means I am so in a proper manner. S o t  yet and 
S o  more reveal themselves as being not parts of time, dimensions of it, 
but rather as constituting my temporality. I hare never been; I am having 
been.90 ..bd never shall I be: I anz shalling be-though the language must 
be raped to express that being a whole I always am futuricaLgl 

Anxiety reveals my finiteness, offers me the possibility of becoming n 
whole in the proper, adequate sense.s2 But certainly it does not make me 
a whole. Even in our ordinary way of life my being a whole must espress 
itself in some way or other.93 This will become apparent if we return to 
the conception of protention. 

What is, after all, the role of a protention? To make the future, as i t  
were, coexistent with the present. Though not in its material content, the 
future is alvays present already, and not only the next future, but even an 
endless future. But what is i t  esactly that is made coexistent? Is i t  a 
selfsufficient, self-dependent entity, called time or future? S o ;  it is 1 
myself who, seemingly living only now, am already ahead of me in every 
protent i~n.~ '  Expecting my death instead of anticipating it, I again stand 
myself in my finiteness, I again am already a whole before death will end 
my life.95 Yet, while in anxiety I am a whole in the proper, adequate manner, 
in the ordinary way of living I endure my being a finite whole by hiding i t  

s7Sein,par. 45, 9-10; par. 75, 6. 
SsThe problem is clearly envisaged, though hardly solvcd, in Paul Reiss. "The 

Sa ture  and Status of Time and Passage." Philosophical Essays for Alfred h'orth 
Whitehead (London, New York, Toronto, 1936),pp. 153-173. According t o  Weiss, to  
be is to  be incomplete. Shall we, then, say that we are completc when we are no 
more? 

89Sein,par. 48, 6-18; par. 65, 7-8. 
goSein,par. 68, 8. 
glSein,par. 65, 19;par. 68, 9 ;  par. 74, 8. 
g%Sein,par. 50, 6. 
gaSein,par. 50,9; par. 52. Cf. Kant, par. 38. 
g4Sein,par. 69,8. 
s%ein,par. 68, 5. . 



from myself. I acknowledge my finiteness by fleeing it.g6 By being always 
ahead of I am, in a way, a whole, but I see i t  as a continuum, assuring 
me that I shall always be ihead of me. But death is just the situation 
where any kind of being ahead of me becomes impossible. Thus, in anx- 
iet.y I am ahead of me by overtaking the possibility of an  ultimate and 
radical impossibility of being, whereas in my ordinary \yay of life I am ahead 
of me by overtaking all p~ssibilities just as possibilitie~.~~ 

But even in my improper way of existing as a \\.hole, the true original 
time reveals itself. I ts  essence consists in my being always towards to . . . 
and in my being always away from . . . -both co-existing with my per- 
ceiving nov7 . . . . It is not time that is extended; and there is no such thing 
as dimensions ~f time. I myself extend myself ;99 I myself am always ahead 
of me, am temporal, but not in time What would i t  mean if I 
ti-ould say that I esist in time? Would i t  mean that one part of me does 
not, esist already, whereas another is not yet existing? KO, that is never 
the way of my existence. I always exist as a whole-in the proper or in 
t,he improper way, but I always exist already as a \\-hole, which means that 
I exist as temporal. R/Iy so-called past, is a past esisting now as my past,- 
forgotten, or kept in repet,ition; my future is a future existing now as my 
future-espect'ed or anticipated.lO' t,hing as a t$rack along There is no ~ c h  
n.hich I travel during my life, occupying thus, by and by, parts of a pre- 
existing t,ime.lo2 And just as I have never been, but rather am.ha~ing been, 
and nei-er shall be, but rather am shalling be, just. so time is not-it rather 
tides itself.lo3 It t,ides itself in my extending myself towards to . . . and 
an-ay from . . . Because I am always a whole, being always ahead of me, 
time is not an existing object, nothing t.hat can be found some~here. '~'  
.Is said already, I can esist as a whole in the proper way, facing my finit$e- 

ness, or in t,he improper way, hiding it.. The difference in these attitudes 
can he expressed by saying, that in my improper att,itude death will over- 
take me; whereas in my proper attitude I am free for my deat,h.lo6 

W e i n ,par. 51, 7 ;  par. 68, 3.  

97Sich vorweg. See e.g., Sein, par. 41 and 46. 

'Which nleans that the po~sibilit~y The possibility of 
may become reality for me. 

death, however, can never become a reality in this sense of the word. Cf. Sein, 
par. 53. 

9gSein,par. 72, 8. 
Io08ein,par. 72 ,5 .  This, of course, is the most radical development of "objective" 

time. 
lolTrue,we must distinguish between the original and proper Nomy (the Moment) 

and t,he derived ;\'ow. Sein, par. 68, 6 .  

"Wein, par. 72, 7-8. 

loaSein,par. 65, 16, 18. 

lo4Sein,par. 65, 13-14. 
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So far, only questions connected with death have been discussed in 
detail-my finiteness from after. HOW about my finiteness from before- 
my having been born? 

Rut what is there remarkable in this kind of our finiteness? -4s long as 
wc have spoken of death, we could be fairly sure that we would be under- 
stojd by everybody, even if this or that of our analyses should be mis- 
understood; death and questions connected with it are everybody's concern 
and ever since a legitimate question of philosophy and a favorite topic of 
fictisn. But is there any serious problem connected with our birth? Does 
our finiteness from before bother us even in the slightest degree? Is  not 
our indifference for it used aptly by L u c r e t i u ~ ' ~ ~  to convince us that we 
should be as little concerned about our not-being after our death as we 
obviously are about our non-being before our birth? Is there anybody ~vhn 
\\-ould take Calderon's phrase, Man's great guilt is that he was born, so 
cften quoted by Schopenhauer, seriously? If one is a pessimist, he, per- 
haps, \\-ill deem one's being born a misfortune-but this, of course, has 
nothing to do with the problem of our origin. 

Furthermore. The mood in which our finiteness from after reveals itself 
is anxiety. Hut can i t  be said that our birth is apprehended in any mood 
\\-hatmever-last of all, in a mood of anxiety? Is not i t  true that our 
knowledge of our having been born is simply an inference from what ~ v e  see 
happening to others, plus documentary evidence? 

And yet: shall we say that the impossibility to remember one's birth is 
just an accident, an empirical factum, that, in theoiy, memory could go 
back to my beginning, that my birth could be subject matter of immediate 
experience? 

Bergson's and, mucll more so, Freud's treatment of memory have made 
us suspicious.107 S o  psychologist, no philosopher \\-ill note that this cr 
that fact of our life has been forgotten without presupposing that this 
oblivion must have some meaning, some significance. =Ind the more im- 
portant the forgotten fact or event, the less probable is it that it has been 
forgotten just without any particular reason.-Shall we, then, really assume 
that the impossibility to remember one's origin is something just to be 
registered as happening generally, though not necessarily? Or shall we 
rather ask: What is the meaning, the significance of the fact that nobody 
remembers his origin? That, in other words, as far as his memoiy is con- 
cerned, he has never begun? That, if he would ask his memory alone, he 

l0%e rer .  nal., 111, 832 ff.; 972 f .  
107.is far  as the present problems are concerned, the su~lln~ary of Bergson's theoyr 

uf menlory is: Sature permits Inan t u  remenlber (to have a conscious recollection) 
only that part of his past, which to remember is useful for the action demanded by 
tllc present.. 11 summary of Freud's theory is: We forget w h ~ t  to  rcme~nber would 
be unpleasant. 



\I-ould receive the answer from her that he has always existed? What is . 
the meaning of the fact that our abstract knowledge assures us that we 
have begun while our live experience implies just the contrary, refusing, as 
i t  were, to "perform" that abstract knowledge and incorporate i t  into its 
contents? That, in other words, as far as our immediate experience goes, 
I am infinite from before? 

One of the first passages in philosophic literature, where considerations 
concerning this problem, are to be found is contained in the Confessions of 
St. Augustin. "For, what else do I try to say, 0 Lord, but that I don't 
know whence I came into this-shall I say life-in-death or death-in-life? 
I don't know. And the comforts of thy compassions received me; that's 
\\-hat I heard from the parents of my flesh (out of which and into which thou 
hast shaped me); for, I myself don't remember i t .  . . . Aftenyards, I 
also began to smile . . . . For, that's what they told me of me; and I be-
lieve it because I see other babies doing it; fcr, I myself don't remember me 
doing it. And so I understood, by and by, where I was. . . . I used my 
limbs and voice . . . . I was full of indignation . . . . I avengcu myself by 
crying. From babies whom I had a chance to observe I learned that such 
\\-as their way; and these babies, unwittingly (rather than my nurses, 
wittingly) taught me that this was also my way. .4nd nour, my infancy 
has died and I live. But Thou, 0 Lord, . ..tell. . . :did my infancy suc- 
c=ed another period of my life that died before it? Was it perhaps the one 
I\-hich I spent in my mother's womb? For, I received some instruction on 
this, too, and myself observed pregnant wcmen. What preceded even that 
period of my life . . . ? Was I anywhere or anybody? For, I have nobody 
to tell me this; neither father nor mother could; nor the experience of others ; 
nor my memory. Doest Thou laugh a t  me because I ask such ques- 
tions? . . . I acknowledge and praise Thee . . . for my beginnings and my 
infancy which I don't remember; and Thou hast left to man to divine about 
himself from others; and with regard to many things which me believe of us 
tp rely on the authority even of simple women . . . . 

"Sow, as to that period of my life which I don't remember, regarding 
which I believe others, and which to have passed I divined from other babies 
. . . I am loath to count i t  as part of my present life because, as  t o  the dark- 
ness of oblivion, i t  is like the one which I spent in my mother's womb ... . 
What do I still have t o  do with that of which I recall no trace?"lOs 

As so often in Augustinus, it is not too easy to decide whether the tension 
and vibration of the passage is an  emotional tension and vibration-he 
wants to confess everything, tell his \vhole life, but, behold, his memory 
leaves him in a lurch and so he is a t  a loss, where and when to start and by 
his very impatience to start prevented from doing s o - o r  else a tension of 

lo8Conf.I vi, 7 - vii, 12. 



,thought-what is the source of one's self-knowledge, what are its l i i i t a -  
tions, and what the ethical implications of those limitations? But just 
this interplay of emotion and speculation is certainly one of the main factors 
responsible for the spell, irradiating from the Confessions. It is so in gen- 
eral, and it is so in this case. Augustinus tries to penetrate into the be- 
ginnings of his existence. To some extent he succeeds, but soon his memory 
stops. All men around him tell him that he existed before this stopping 
point of his memory. He existed, they tell, as early as  in his mother's 
~vomb. And indeed, he sees the way in which others are born; that obser- 
vation together with the assertions cf his fello~v men convinces him that he 
existed beyond that endpoint c?f his memory. This, then, this strange com- 
bination of memory, testimony of others, and obser~at~ion on others, con- 
vince him that he must have a beginning. Was it t'he absolute beginning? 
Did he exist perhaps, before he entered the womb of his mother? And shall 
he compute only that part of his life as truly his, which he can remember? 

All those reflections show that, indeed, our knowledge of our finiteness 
from before is, in a way, problematic. Is  i t  truly the result of all those 
element2s? 

To answer all these questions let us, first of all, remember that thc in- 
finiteness we are speaking of, is a qualitative infiniteness again. My 
beginning constantly recedes the more I try to approach it-and it recedes 
infinitely within a limited space. But by so duing, it prevents u e  from 
penetrating the darkness veiling my origin-in other words, the fundarcents 
of myself. Far as I may go with the help of my memory-my Self has been 
there earlier. That part of my self which I can master with the help cf 
my memory rests on a dark fundament. While this fundament is certainly 
also my Self-yet it is that part of it which I shall never master and thus 
my Selfhood ultimately rests on an impenetrable, brute fact. I have to 
accept myself as being \\.hat I am because of something of which I have no 
control. I am my own foundation,--which precisely means that I can 
never master the fundament on which I rest.Iog V7hat we are a t  present i.s 
grounded on what we were, but what we lvere, is ultimately, inaccessible 
to us. By forgetting-or, if we prefer so,-by our inability to remember- 
we make our present rest firmly and securely on something of which me 
have no control, losing, thus, control of what we are a t  present. 

R e  discussed our infiniteness from before in terms of memory-or rather 
its failure. But  what memory does for us in the way of its failure, eveq. 
perception of a present does in a positive way. A perception, in order to 
be a perception of the present, must give itself and therefore be a fulfillment 
of a previous expectation-no more. It is in this way that it also assures 

login I-Ieidegger's untranslatable lvords: Grundsein besagt . . . des eigensterl 

Seins von Grund auf nie machtig sein. Sein,par. 58, 15. 




us of our infiniteness from before. And here also the meaning is: what I 
can perceive as being now, has already been predetermined in my absence, 
as it were. True, the predetermination did not take place in the material 
sense; there still is a wide range of possibilities; but i t  is this whole range 
itself, the whole horizon of my possible experiences of present events that 
has already been anticipated in the preceding moment. The present, 
according to its own immanent sense is always a present succeeding some- 
thing else-and succeeding not as something linked to it externally; on the 
contrary, as fulfilling the promise contained in what preceded. 

Translated into a "personal" language this means that in every moment 
of my life I find myself as derelict and having given up myself.l1° The 
past is the chain of necessity: be it said once more, not in its material con- 
tent, not because a causal connection between the past and the p r e s e n t  
causal connections are of no importance within the scope of our present 
investigation and make hardly any sense a t  all so far as questions of the 
order discussed now are concerned-but because Ihorn- of no other present 
than of the one the range of which has already been predetermined. To 
perceive an event as present is to perceive it as being "exactly" n-hat we 
could and did expect it to be (the meaning of "exactly" being: corresponding 
to a vague expectation). And as the same holds true for every perception 
of an event as present, the impossibility of going back to a perception of 
a first temporal event is tantamount to the impossibility of evading one's 
being predetermined by one's past. 

Here we eventually discover what "interest" man could have to forget 
his birth, his origin; here we discover the significance of the fact that ac- 
cording to its own immanent sense the perception of a present is always 
only the endpoint of a chain of perceptions. The challenge to remember 
one's origin, to reach the perception of a first temporal event ~vould be tan- 
tamount to the challenge to assert one's absolute beginning in the way of 
an immediate experience ; and such an experience ~vould be an experience 
of experiencing oneself as  absolutely free-therefore responsible for what he is .  
It is the unwillingness to assume this responsibility that expresses itself 
in forgetting one's birth and in a time perception which, virtually, asserts 
the infinity of our time, or our own infinity. Both, the forgetting in a 
negative, and the time perception in a positive way, deny implicitly our 
finiteness from before and by doing so deny my responsibility for what I 
am. The finiteness, admitted seemingly by everybody by his recognizing 
that he was born, is never my own finiteness. In what way does this eeem- 
ing recognition take place? The simplest way seems to be to state one's 
age; but, in truth, there is no such thing as my age, a number expressing a 
sum of absolutely homogenous moments that can be measured by hours, 

l1O1n this nay I try to render Heidegger's Geworfenheit. 



days, years. Insofar as I live in such a kind of time, I substituted for my- 
self everyman and have, thus, transformed my birth, i.e. my beginning, into 
an event with which I never can be co-present. If birth and death are 
interpreted as events in time, neither of them is really for me. The "when" 
of those events, as expressible in and by a date, is never a "when" of my 
life; it is an event in the life of a general subject, of everyman. 

Two historic digressions might be permitted. 
The first concerns Bergson. A certain affinity between Bergson and 

Heidegger seems to me evident."' What happens, asks Bergson, when we 
replace the "pure durationJ' by spatialized time? His answer is: By this, 
for the travel of our own life, we substitute anybody's travel, thus living a 
social or even cosmic life.l12 

Here we have an exact analogon to Heidegger's concept of "everyman." 
Therefore, I hardly understand why Heidegger quotes Bergson in a rather 
condescending manner; and understand even less the way in which he 
interprets him."3 Contrary to his assertion that Bergson teaches that time 
is really space, Bergson's doctrine is that according to the way in which we 
live, either we spatialize our spaceless, original duration, or we avoid it. 
Even if we spatialize it  usually, sometimes, in great decisions (corresponding 
to what Jasper terms "estremities") we may overcomc that spatialization 
and mould, as it  were, ourselves into that original, unextended I. The 
only thing which must be added, because it is statkd in Bergson indistinctly 
is that by perceiving ourselves as spatialized we become spatialized, or 
according to  Bergson's expression, unfree, while those great decisions are 
a t  the same time both, becoming free and seeing oneself as living in a non- 
spatialized time. True, many live and die, and have never experienced true 
freedom."' All who have a past, live and die in this manner. For, what 
is our past? Something left behind us and present as determining us now- 
the crust-(an expression corresponding to Jasper's "shell") that replaced 
our true self; but in truth, we have a past only by and in our particular 

ttitude toward ourselves. And insofar we have a past we are had by it:  
determined and unfree. All this seems well in accord with Heidegger. 

The second historic reference is to James. 
There is a strange passage in James reading thus: 
"As the Creator is supposed to have made Adam n-ith a navel-sign of 

nbirth that never occurred-so he might instantaneously make a man with 
a brain in which were processes just like the 'fading' ones of an ordinary 

UlHeidegger speaks of Bergson rather haughtily. I t  is difficult to see why. His 
indebtedness to  Rergson is correctly stated in C. -4. Heiberp, Dns Dnscin des llienschcn 
(1937)' p. 127. 

112H. Bergson, DurSe el sim~~llanbild(1922),pp. 62-65. 
l13Sein,par. 82a, no-te 2. 
114H. Bergson, Essai sur les donnbs immediate8 de la conscience 14 (1914), p. 1%. 



brain. The first real stimulus after creation would set up a process ad- 
ditional to these. The processes would overlap; and the new created man 
would unquestioningly have the feeling, a t  the very primal instant of his 
life, of having been in existence already some little space of time."l16 

The passage is remarkable, particularly when coming from the pen of 
the same James ~vho  SO clearly explained the difference between a perception 
of a succession and a succession of perceptions. The "first real stimulus" 
by no means necessarily gives rise t o  a "perception of firstness"; the two 
things clearly belong to two different orders of events. Therefore, if nTe 
respond to a first stimulus by the feeling of having been in existence al- 
ready (objectively, an erroneous feeling) i t  is by no means necessary to 
explain this by the assumption of a brain process actually preceding the 
first stimulus. Even if we are parallelist, all we have to admit is that- to 
the feeling of having been in existence there must correspond some kind of 
brain process. Thus, there is something wrong with James' analysis; 
but what is really important is to see that James n-as groping for an ex- 
planation of the feeling of pastness ~vithout an actual lapse of time. Prob-
ably he was dimly aware of the fact that what he was discussing here as a 
somewhat fanciful possibility was an  actuality: namely that elwybody, 
a t  any moment of his life, even a t  the very primal one, has the consciousness 
of having existed already. Only because he has this consciousness, he can 
forget his birth. 

I t  is, of course, no mere accident that James should discuss problems that 
seem to be peculiar to phenomenology. Kot so long ago Schuetz turned 
our attention to the fact that James Imew and approvingly quoted 
Brentano's analysis of consciousness; the affiliation Brentano-James-
Husserl is therefore only natural. It is certainly historically remarliable 
that in Europe Brentano's influence on psychology continued d o ~ n  to the 
present, ~vli le  in America James seems to be the last representative of this 
kind of psychology. The influence of TJTundt obliterated everything else 
in this country.l16 

After these digressions we can return to our topic: the meaning of one's 
forgetting his origin. It is, nre said, this forgetting which assures us of our 

"6W. James, Principles, I 641. 
" 6 I t  is characteristic that,  in this country, Brentano's psychology is being dis- 

cussed for the purpose of clearing up some tenets of metaphysical idealism: see E. 
S. Brightman, "The Finite Self," Contemporary Idealism i n  America (Kew york, 
1932)' pp. 169-195. It is equally characteristic that in a discussion of the finite 
subject birth and death are never mentioned. Are not these events in themselves 
sufficient to  establish the difference, so emphatically denied by Brightman, between 
the empirical and the pure Ego? 

As t o  the relation Brentano-James-Husserl cf. note 41 and Husserl, Logische Unter- 
suchungen II/l, par. 39, Appendix. 



not being responsible for what we are. To experience our finiteness from 
before (as our finiteness) in'the adequate way mould imply the assumption 
of responsibility for what we are. 

To assume responsibility: this is only another way of declaring oneself 
guilty, guilty of what one is."' I t  is not this or that particular act of ours 
for which we have to assume responsibility if we are to esperience our finite- 
ness from before-it is just what ~ v e  are-though, admittedly, we did not 
make ourselves. 

Responsibility for something which we cannot help seems an ethically 
untenable demand. I t  resembles a secularizecl concept of original sin, 
and certainly orie of the most forceful objections to the doctrine of original 
sin is that nobody can be made responsible for something which he did not 
commit hirnself.l18 

And yet, strangely enough, the idea of a guilt transcending individual 
guilt, a guilt for which I feel responsible although I did not commit any- 
thing, the idea of a guilt imputed to me, though not posited by me is by no 
means foreign to mankind even outside the sphere of Christianity and its 
doctrine of original sin. We confine o~~rselree to a brief mention of three 
instances. 

The first is the ~vell known Orphic myth. The Titans killed Dionysos, 
tore his body to pieces, and ate it. Zeus avenged the crime by burning the 
Titans up by lightning, but from the embers of the Titans the race of man 
arose, thus partaking in the crime of the Titans in the most literal sense of 
the word, having in their bodies particles of Dionysos' body. Here an 
aboriginal guilt is clearly imputed to mankind. True, the myth does not 
tell whether mankind has a sense of this aboriginal guilt or whether i t  is 
only by the revelation of the initiated that it learns both a t  the same time: 
its crime and the means of its esp ia t i~n ."~  Rut the whole myth could have 
hardly come into existence without somebody experiencing this k i d  of 
sense of guilt. 

The second instance is a certain element contained in the myth of the 
Golden -4ge, and its offshoots.120 

"'It is strange enough that  in Latin sons-ens should have become hic est quijecit-
the guilty one. Thus the ~visdom of language confirnls the idea that  to  be, is to  be 
guilty. 

"8It is beyond the scope of the present paper to  discuss the theological iniplications 
of Hcidegger's philosophy. Three papers by Karl Heim, Rudolf Bultmann, and 
Karl Lihvith, respectively, in Zeitschrift fur Theologie und Kirche,  N.F., 1930, pp. 
325-399, are devoted to this problem: excellent is the treatment in I<. LBivith, 
Kierkegaa~~dund Nielzsche (Frankfurt/?llain, 1933). 

n9Cf.11'. I<.C. Guthrie, Orpheus and Greek Religion (19353, pp. S2 f . ,  130 ff., 165, 
174 f . ,  183, 206, 214 f .  Cautiously, Guthrie reminds us (p. 207) that  "impurity' 
rather than "sin" (or as I say "guilt") expresses the mood of Orphic teachings. 

lZoCf. Art. "Weltalter" by Seeligcr in W. FI. Roscher, Ausjahrliches Ler ikon  drr 
griechischen und rdlnischen Jfythologie, (1924-1937) VI, pp. 375-430. 



According to Ovid, in the Gclden Age nobody knew any shores escept 
his o ~ ~ n .In  the Golden Age mortals \\-ere satisfied with what the soil 
yielded voluntarily, unscarred and unbruised by hoe and ploughshare. 
But the Iron Age changed e~eryt~hing. S o t  only a moral deterioration 
took place, but also navigation began. 

The same feeling is espressed in T-irgil's Fourth Eclogue. Describing 
the conditions of the coming Sew Age hc says: 
"Still there will be left some traces of our pristine fraud and they \\-ill com- 
mand us to tempt Thetis with our ships, to  gird towns with walls, to cut 
furro~vs into soil." 

Can n-e deny that the tilling of the soil and navigation are activities for 
which we hardly will make the single arator and navigatcr responsible? 
I t  is obviously a guilt which the whole mankind shares. And here again: 
t.o single out navigation and cultivation of the soil as transgressions is 
certainly fantastic, but it betrays the underlying feeling of an all-pervading 
guilt-a guilt on which our ~vl~ole  civilization rests. 

In this connection, also the Prometheus myth should be mentioned-. 
particularly as presented by -4eschylus. By his theft of fire he made it 
possible for mankind to survive and no\\. he is punished by Zeus. 117th 
whom does Aeschylus side? With nobody; Zeus is but an upstart tyrant, 
but Prometheus undoubtedly trespassed against him. Myhat he is com- 
plaining a t  is not that he is being punished unjustly, but only that his 
punishment is humiliating-he is not treated according to his rank. Thus, 
it seems that also in the Prometheus myth a dark feeling is expressed that 
our whole civilization, made possible only by fire, is based on a fraud. 

The third instance is Freud. hcccrding to him, time and again man 
indulged in one of his basic desires: to kill his father. -4nd i t  is the memory 
of this deed which is permanently haunting our mind. IYhat is remarkable 
is not so much Freud's explanation, as his assertion of an all-pervading, 
supra-individual sense of guilt.121 

The existence of this sense of guilt has been espressed by Scheler in a 
particularly forceful passage. 

"The anguish. . . , the nightmare that once gave birth to the myth of 
fall and inherited guilt, the experience of brokenness, of some incurable 
sickness of man as such-Strindberg's Dream Play presented it in a mar- 
velous way; ICant espressed i t  by saying 'Man has been made of wood too 
crooked for a carpenter to produce something straight of him'-still hovers 
oppressively over the whole western mankind, even the infidel. .Ind the 
'great psychoanalyst of history' still did not come who ~vould free and liber- 
ate the liistoric marl of this anguish of ea~.tllliness and cure him-not of 
his fall and guilt-they are a myth; but cure him of that constitutive prcs- 

"'Most succinctly in his Moses and Alonotheisn~ (Keiv York, 1939), pp. 127-138. 
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sure of anguish which is the emotional and instinctive root of the specifically 
Jewish-Christian world of ideas."122 

Thus, me can maintain: the "interest" which I have in forgetting my 
origin consists in the avoidance of the task to assume "original" responsi- 
bility for oneself (or perhaps: for one's self). And just as we said that 
mankind always was dimly a m r e  of its guilt', we now in t'urn maintain that, 
mankind always made some attempts to assume '(original" responsibility. 
These attempts obviously underlie all religious rites amounting t,o a second 
birth.123 By repeating the event of birth, t,his event only now is really 
"taken" into one's,life which, thus, is posited as beginning in an absolute 
sense-as my life from the beginning. That this re-birth is often connected 
with purification, which, of course, presupposes the sense of guilt, and con- 
tains a promise of forgiveness or reward in the life to come, is only natural. 
And just as re-birth rites present mankind's attempts to make up, as it 
were, one's absence a t  one's o n  birth, just so many religions contain rites 
amounting to the attempt to esperience one's 011-n death. One well known 
passage from Apuleius is sufficient t,o beconle acquainted with t'his. In 
describing his initiation he says: 

"I came near t,o the bortlerland of death and I touched with my feet the 
threshold of Pr~sei.pina."'?~ 

And even today, the last survivals of mystery religions, namely the 
initiation rites of secret or semi-secret organizations, of organizations irni-
tating secret societies, and even of fraternit,ies, contain elements indicating 
t,he symbolic death of the initiand. The usual explanat,ion 11-ould be t,hat 
the symbolic suffering of death is a kind of test,, testing whether t,he initiand 
is ready to suffer even death for the cause which he is' proposing to join; 
but this seems to be only a partial explanation. Here again rre find the 
dim awareness of man that his death, this most important event of his life, 
should not be postponed so as to be never esperienced in life. 

The temporal structure of our consciousness is not anything which we 
"made." Neither are religious rites of re-birth and symbolic death 
"made." They are unreflected attitudes towards our finiteness. 

.Thus, ~ e i d e ~ ~ e r ' s  theories concerning the necessity of "taking in" birth 
into one's life, by which taking in me undertake ourselves as finit,e beings 
and assume responsibility for what we are, although we did not make our- 
selves; these theories are a clarification of deeply seated desires of mankind 
as they espressed themselves in mystery religions.lZ5 

122Philosophische Tl'ellanschauung (1929), p. 21. 
. 123For the follon-ing see I T .  R .  Willoughhy, Pagun Regenera(iota (Chicago, 1929), 

pp. 51 f . ,  65 f .,129, 131 f .,207-221. 

124The Golden Ass,  XI, 23. 

"%kin .par. 60; p:ir. 62; par. 72, 3, 8; par. 74, 2, 4, 6,s;par. 75, 5-8. 




It is only now that we can answer fully the question which we asked our- 
selves: Can we say that we apprehend our iiniteness from before in any 
mood whatsoever? And the answer is that we do it, indeed. The fact 
that ive had an origin is apprehended by us in a mood of anxiety: anxiety 
which both attracts and repels us t o  and from declaring ourselves guilty 
of what we are and thus experiencing our finiteness from before adequately. 
And we defend ourselves from anxiety most efficiently by the implicit asser- 
tion of our infinity from before and from after in and by the temporal struc- 
ture of our consciousness.. Still aware of the inappropriateness of this asser- 
tion man still feels challenged to "take in" birth into his life and thus to 
assume full responsibility for what he is, bodily and mentally (and also 
participating in an historic situation, for ~vhich he should not be, by ordi- 
nary logic, responsible, since he was born into it, but which he is willing to 
accept as his guilt and fate). He struggles with his anxiety in this way and 
he does so in the mood of ansiety; he tries to assume and tries to avoid 
responsibility and declaration of guilt.l2"hnsiety is "caused" by our 
finiteness both from before and from after; i t  is connected with our inability 
to be co-present with our beginning or end-this inability espressing itself 
not when n-e make our origin or end the subject matter of our reflections 
hut when we perceive anything under the aspect of time. 

Some may think that to treat the problem of "original," "immemorial," 
"universal" guilt in connection with, or as an aspect, of, perceptual problems 
is preposterous. Therefore, two things must be stressed. Previous to 
Heidegger, epistemological and epistemo-psychological problems were 
treated regardless of the fact that the subject of such a treatment was a 
mortal subject. Secondly, if a problem of original guilt exists, we should 
expect that such a guilt has "vitiated" not only the non-cognitive faculties 
of man (his passions, his ~vill, etc.) but also the cognitive ones. If man has 
"fallen" (in the ontological, not in t,he moral sense of the word), also his 
intellect has. his means that not only the contcnfsof his knoviledge are 
affected or that his intellectual poive'rs have become weaker;it means that 
there must be something radically wrong ivith the a pricri, the very form, 
the very structure of our intellect and knowledge. Young, in a passage 
quoted by Kierkegaard asked: =ire passions, then, the pagans of the soul? 
Reason alone baptiz'd? (Night Thoughts, YI) .I great part of Heidegger's 
problenls could be expressed poetically by a similar question: Are only 
man's passions guilty? S o t  also his intellect? 

lZKIn theory, he could respond to this clailn not in rt~ld by ausiety but iu and by 
defiance (the classic espression of the defiant decision to choose to be jvilat you are 
being the declaratiou of Shakespeare's Riclrurd ZZI,Act I ,  Scene I, ' 'I  a111 determined 
to prove a villain", or, Baudelaire's Don Juan in Hell.) But it  could be s h ~ w n  that 
the mood of defiance is not original but derived fro111 tlie mood of anxiety. The 
classic discussion of tlle concept of defianre is I<ierkegnardls Sickness Unto Death. 



The phenomenological analysis of our time consciousness clearly indi- 
cates that ure live in a qualitatively infinite time. From here we take one 
more step in order to assure ourselves cf the correctness of our time con- 
sciousness, and we posit the concept of quantitatively infinite time and 
bring our subjective, qualitatively infinite, and the objective, quanti- 
tatively infinite time, to.a common denominator, so as to make our time 
part of a cosmic time. Thus, from being ourselves, we transform ourselves 
into instances of everymanness. 

Here we also can come back to the question whether Husserl's time analy- 
sis does not amcunt to the assertion that time is infinite. We must answer 
this question in the negative. Time is not infinite-at least not the "origi- 
nal" time which was the subject matter of Husserl's investigations. I t  is 
finite, because I am finite and i t  is finite as i t  is the essence of my being 
a finite ~vllole. The objection ("Is not time infinite?") does not mean 
original time a t  all.'?' I t  means another kind of time; time which our daily 
life disccvers as an object among objects in the \vorld (i.e., as heavenly 
m ~ t i o n ) , ~ ~ stime having nothing to do with that peculiar tension expressing 
itself in protention and retention; a leveled timeEg consisting of void iino~vs" 
succeeding one another without any internal link. But this kind of time 
is only a derivative of that original t h e ;  its objective and quantitative 
infiniteness is derived from the qualitative infiniteness expressing itself in 
the chain of protentions and retentions. This qualitative infiniteness is 
bcrne, as it were, by my finiteness; accordingly, the quantitatively infinite 
time is borne by the infiniteness of a subject, which is no subject a t  all. 
I t  is a S o  one, and can, therefcre, stand for everyone, immortal and never 
ahead of himself. I t  is only by confounding myself with everyone that I 
can discover that new kind of time. In this discovery I move away from 
original time and away from the possibility of esisting in a proper ~vay,  
namely in a Kay adequate to my finiteness, to my being a whole already 
now. My ordinary conception of time is an espression of my peculiar 
modus of being-a modus in which I have become an instance of everyman, 
hiding my finiteness and knowing death only as a biological event in time- 
which, ultimately means, an event which can never befall me. 

And now we can try to determine the relation between Husserl's and 

'27Sein, par. 65, 11, 20-22. 0.Becker, "Mathematische Esistenz" (Jahrbuchj i i r  
Philosophie und Phiinorr~enologische Forschung, VIII, pp. 430-809), 1927, based partly 
on Heidegger's lectures previous to the publication of Seiri 14ndZeit, contains many 
helpful and simple formulations of some of Heidegger's theories. See particularly 
pp. 220-223 (660-663) on the difference between original and derived time and pp. 
320 f .  (760 f.) on finiteness. Interesting is psrtieularly his distinction b c t ~ ~ e e n  
everlasting a ~ c l  etern:il life. 

'2BSeinl par. 66, 4. 
'ZgSein,par. 78,4; par. 81, 4-9. 



Heidegger's time analysis. 1) While Heidegger accepted Husserl's analy- 
sis of time consciousness he a t  the same time became aware of the fact that 
this time consciousness, though time consciousness of a finite being, is a t  
the same time an implicit denial of this finiteness. From here i t  was only 
one step to the insight that a finite being is infinitely interested in the 
temporal structure of his consciousness. At this juncture, the discovery 
of the infinite interest, Husserl's "academic" philosophy turned Heidegger's 
existential philosophy. 

2) Both Husserl and Heidegger are idealists.130 To express the differ- 
ence between their idealisms we could use the formula: The transcendental 
subject in Husserl is a "pure" subject; seemingly uninterested and pure 
also in the sense of being not vitiated.131 Heidegger's subject is a finite one, 
infinitely concerned $bout himself. Therefore, the temporality of Husserl's 
timeless subject is a matter of fact, to be described and ackno~vledged. The 
temporality of Heidegger's subject is the essence of his self-care. 

3) I t  is Husserl's solid, phenomenological analysis of time consciousness 
which lends solidity to Heidegger's anthropology. 

In a way, my interpretation was only an attempt to answer the queeticn 
asked already by Misch: Did Heidegger succeed in synthesizing the 
"traditional" philosophy as represented by Husserl (the objective of which 
is to reach the being) with life philosophy (which denies the existence of 
a being to be reached in and by thinking, because the objectivity surround- 
ing us is only the expression of the self-interpretation of life)? .\nd can 
Husserl lje interpreted as a life phil~sopher? '~~ questionsBoth are 
ans~vered in the negative by Alisch; I hope that I succeeded in showing 
that this negatire answer can and should be qualified. 

PHILIP 3IERLAS. 
SCRIPPSCOLLEGE. 

EXTKACTO* 
El an&lisis di nuestro conocimiento del tiempo de Husserl prueba que 

vivinlos subjectivamente en un tempo ilimitado. Por eso, non podemos 
tener una esperiencia de un pri iero o un dltimo hecho temporal. 

Heidegger inte~preta estos resultados de Husserl. Somos criaturas 
finitas, nacidas e mortales. El nacirniento e la muerte son 10s aconteci- 

130Sein, par. 13,22, 23, 34-35. 
'SlSein, par. 44c, 9-11 (ideal i.e. non-empirical subject-phantastically idealized 

subject). Cf. 0.Becker,.Zur Logik der illodabitdten, p. 50 (-546). We could say 
perhaps: Husserl does not know that his pure Ego is finit,e and infinitely concerned 
ahout himself. 

lJ?Georg hlisch, Lebe~~sphilosophic und l'hdno~t~e~~ologie (Bonn, 1930j, p. 10. 
*Acknowledgement is due to Dr. Ruth Stanton Lamb of Scripps College for as-

sistance in the preparation of this abstract. 



mientos m&s importantes de nuestra vida. l'ero interpretamos estos 
acontecimientos como ac~ntecimient~os en tiempo (primer0 y bltimo); por 
esta raz6n no podemos sentir Bstos como partes de nuestra vida. De este 
modo, negamos "modo obliquo" a nuestra finitidad. Solamente la dis- 
pocicion de la ansiedad nos recuerda que somos criaturas finitas y nos 
demanda sentir nuestra limit,aci6n como una prapiedad de nuestra \-ida, 
no como linlites antecedent'es y siguicntes a nuestra vida. Esta experiencia 
selia equivalente a la aceptaci6n de nuest,ra responsibilidad por nuestro 
ser, y el reconocimiento que somos reos de nuestro ser. 

De esta manera, Heidegger transforma la filosofia academics de Husserl 
en una filosofia existential. 


